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Abstract

Purpose: The multidimensional model is based on the concepts of facts
(business phenomena to be analyzed), dimensions (coordinates for ana-
lyzing a fact), hierarchies (descriptions of each dimension at progressively
coarser levels of aggregation), and measures (numerical attributes that
quantify a fact), and it is commonly adopted for representing data to
support the decision-making process. Though multidimensional mod-
eling has been widely investigated, requirements elicitation is still an
open issue mainly due to the poor knowledge end-users have of the
multidimensional model on the one hand, to the lack of a domain lan-
guage shared with designers on the other. In the direction of bridging
this gap, this paper proposes an approach to obtain a multidimen-
sional schema from the language of the domain captured through a
Language Extended Lexicon (LEL). LELs have been introduced as struc-
tured glossaries to describe the language used in the application domain,
aimed at facilitating requirements elicitation in software engineering.
Methods: Our approach consists of two steps. In the first one,
end-users apply a set of derivation rules to the LEL in order to
obtain draft multidimensional schemata. The second step relies on
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the interaction of end-users and designers to review and edit these
draft multidimensional schemata so as to obtain the final ones.
Results: The approach is validated via an experiment made
on a case study, showing that end-users who apply our rules
tend to produce multidimensional schemata that are more
correct than those produced by end-users who work freely.
Conclusion: Our rules provide a structured context where subjectivity
has a smaller impact than in the case of designing with no guidelines, thus
effectively supporting the collaboration between end-users and designers.

Keywords: Language Extended Lexicon, Multidimensional Modeling, Data
Warehouse Design, Requirements Elicitation

1 Introduction

The multidimensional model is commonly adopted for representing data to
support the decision-making process. It represents multidimensional data
describing business phenomena to be analyzed using coordinates called dimen-
sions. The metaphor normally adopted to illustrate multidimensional data is5

that of cubes, whose edges correspond to dimensions. For instance, a cube for
analyzing car sales could have the sale date, the store, the car model, and
the customer gender as dimensions. Analyzing such a cube means answering
queries such as, for instance, how many cars of segment SUV where sold to
female customers on each month of 2022 for each store region [1]. End-users10

who analyze cubes are normally the decision-makers in a company, such as
CEOs, department managers, etc. In most cases, while end-users are business
people with deep knowledge of their application domain, they do not have a
significant ICT background.

Multidimensional modeling is the activity of designing multidimensional15

schemata1, and it has a key role in enabling effective analyses of business data
within different scenarios, namely, data warehouse design [1], situational anal-
yses [2], and analysis of schemaless data [3]. Multidimensional schemata are
designed based on the requirements expressed by the end-users who will ana-
lyze cubes [4]. Requirements elicitation typically relies on techniques such as20

interviews, questionnaires, user observation, workshops, brainstorming, role-
playing, and prototyping [5]. Unfortunately, in practical cases, there are two
major barriers to the adoption of these techniques. First of all, they ask that
end-users have some understanding of the multidimensional model and good
skills on online analytical processing (OLAP) —which is quite infrequent in25

organizations and companies. Secondly, their application is made complex and
error-prone by the lack of a domain language shared by the end-users and

1Here we adopt the terminology commonly used in the database area, where the term model
denotes a collection of concepts that can be used to describe a domain, while the term schema
denotes an instance of a model, i.e., the description of a domain made according to a given model.
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the designers. In this situation, end-users would really be interested in query-
ing multidimensional data for decision-making, but their understanding of
the multidimensional model is not sufficient to let them actively contribute30

to the design process. Besides, it is hard for designers to properly interpret
and formalize requirements because they have little knowledge of the domain
language spoken by end-users.

In the direction of making multidimensional modeling accessible to end-
users with no knowledge of the multidimensional model and of bridging the35

terminological gap between end-users and designers, this paper proposes a
novel approach that creates a multidimensional schema from the language of
the domain captured through a Language Extended Lexicon (LEL). LELs were
introduced in the 90’s as a technique to capture and describe the language
used in the application domain (Universe of Discourse) [6] [7] [8] [9]. A LEL40

is a glossary whose goal is to record the definition of terms that belong to
a domain. LELs effectively capture and model the domain language because
they conform to the mechanism used by the human brain to organize expert
knowledge. There are some early reports about three significant characteristics
of a LEL: it is easy to learn, it is easy to use, and it has good expressiveness45

[10]. Besides, a LEL can be used to obtain requirements [11]; thus, it can be
considered as a first step in requirements elicitation.

Our approach consists of two steps. The first one relies on applying some
rules to the LEL to obtain draft multidimensional schemata; this step is meant
to be carried out by end-users, whose knowledge of the application domain lets50

them better understand the subtleties of the LEL and more effectively apply
the rules. The second one relies on the interaction of end-users and designers to
review and possibly edit these draft multidimensional schemata to obtain the
final ones. Noticeably, the use of rules to obtain draft schemata from the LEL
relieves the end-users and the designers from the effort of drawing schemata55

from scratch, as would be necessary in previous requirement-driven approaches
to multidimensional modeling. Besides, the application of these rules can be
automated to some extent by relying on Natural Language Processing (NLP)
techniques [12].

The main difference between our approach and the previous requirement-60

driven ones, is that the latter lean on requirements that specifically concern
multidimensional schemata and their querying, while the LEL describes the
application domain in general and without any explicit reference to multidi-
mensionality and user requirements. This makes our approach applicable even
when end-users have no knowledge of the multidimensional model. Besides,65

there is a proposal to create the LEL in a collaborative way [13], hence our
approach can cope with collaborative settings. This is important because mul-
tidimensional schemata are usually of interest to different business units inside
an organization, and it is almost impossible to find one single expert who has
detailed knowledge of the whole organization.70
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To validate our proposal, we made an experiment on a case study to
answer the following research question: “Is the multidimensional schema pro-
duced using our approach more correct than the one produced without our
approach?”. The results indeed show that end-users who apply our rules to
the LEL tend to produce schemata that are more correct than those produced75

by end-users who work freely.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 describes

some background needed to understand the proposal, and Section 3 discusses
the related work. Section 4 describes the proposed approach relying on an
example, while Section 5 provides a case study and a quantitative evaluation.80

Section 6 offers the conclusions.

2 Background

This section describes the main concepts behind our proposal. Specifically, we
introduce the elements of the multidimensional model and LELs.

2.1 Multidimensional schemata85

Multidimensional modeling has a key role for data analysis in different
scenarios:

• Data warehouse design. A data warehouse (DW) is a database aimed
at supporting decision-makers in analyzing useful data from heterogeneous
sources [1]. The data in a DW are normally stored in multidimensional90

form and queried via OLAP tools; thus, multidimensional modeling is a
crucial phase of DW design because it determines the information content
of the DW and, as a consequence, the possible queries that end-users can
formulate. The approach followed in DW systems is called schema-on-write,
because multidimensional schemata are decided at design time and forced95

onto data at the time of writing them in the DW.
• Situational analyses. Schema-on-write approaches fall short when data

sources are external to the company, unreliable, have a short lifespan, and
are required for analyses related to situational needs of advanced users such
as data scientists. In this case a schema-on-read approach, which leaves100

data unchanged in their structure until they are accessed by the end-user,
is preferred [2]. Though here the multidimensional schema is not decided at
design time but at query time, multidimensional modeling is necessary to
let end-users choose a useful perspective for analyzing data through OLAP
tools.105

• Analysis of schemaless data. Data lakes have been recently emerging
as repository systems for storage, processing, and analysis of schemaless
(typically, NoSQL) data, in which data are kept in their original format and
are processed to be queried only when needed [3]. Due to the evolving nature
of schemaless data, adopting a schema-on-write approach would be complex,110
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SELL

revenue
quantitydate

gender

model

segment
factory

capacity

store        city     region  countrymonthyear

Fig. 1 The sales schema shown using the DFM notation

so even here a schema-on-read approach is preferred and multidimensional
modeling becomes necessary to enable OLAP querying.

The multidimensional model relies on the concepts of fact, dimension,
hierarchy, and measure. A fact is a relevant business phenomenon that
decision-makers wish to monitor and analyze (e.g., car sales). Dimensions act115

as coordinates for identifying single occurrences of a fact (e.g., the date of a
sale, the car model sold, and the store where it was sold). A dimension can
be described at progressively coarser detail by a hierarchy of categorical levels
(e.g., the store dimension includes levels city, region, and country); the levels in
a hierarchy form a tree rooted in the dimension. Levels may have properties,120

i.e., (typically numerical) attributes that describe a level but should not be
used for aggregation (e.g., the engine capacity of a model). Each fact occur-
rence is quantitatively described by some numerical measures (e.g., quantity
of cars sold and the corresponding revenue). The possible values of levels are
called members (e.g., Paris, Ile de France, France). A fact occurrence is related125

to one member for each dimension; so, for instance, it may state that 5 cars
of model Mercedes-GLA were sold in Paris on May 4, 2020 to female clients.

A simple multidimensional schema for the car sales example is shown in
Figure 1 using the Dimensional Fact Model (DFM) notation. The DFM is
a conceptual model for multidimensional schemata [14]. It represents a fact130

using a box which, in its lower part, includes the list of measures. Levels are
represented as circles, properties as horizontal lines; hierarchies are trees whose
arcs normally model many-to-one associations (single line), but in some cases
can also model many-to-many associations (multiple arc, shown by a double
line). An arc is optional when its ending level is not always present. The arc135

from model to factory is multiple since one model can be manufactured by
different factories, while the one to gender is optional since a client can be a
company (Figure 1).

The metaphor normally adopted to illustrate multidimensional data is that
of cubes, whose edges correspond to dimensions. Cubes are queried by slicing140

and dicing data and/or aggregating measures using aggregation functions (e.g.,
sum, average, min, max); the most used paradigm for querying cubes is OLAP
(On-Line Analytical Processing), which provides intuitive operators such as
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Table 1 LEL categories and their description

Category Characteristics Notion Behavioral responses

Subject Active elements (peo-
ple or organization) that
perform actions

Characteristics or condi-
tion that subject satis-
fies

Actions that subject
performs

Object Passive elements
(resources, tools, data)
on which subjects
perform actions

Characteristics or
attributes that object
has

Actions that are per-
formed on object

Verb Actions that subjects
perform on objects

Goal that the verb pur-
sues

Steps needed to com-
plete the action

State Situations in which sub-
jects, objects or even
verbs can be located

Situation represented Actions that must be
performed to change
into another state

roll-up (which aggregates data), drill-down (which disaggregates data), and
slice-and-dice (which selects subsets of data).145

2.2 Language Extended Lexicon

The Language Extended Lexicon (LEL) is a glossary that pursues the goal of
recording the definition of terms that belong to a domain in order to “under-
stand the language of a problem without worrying about the problem” [6] [7]
[8] [9]. In order to develop an IT solution it is necessary to understand the150

goals, rules, and dynamics of the domain where the solution will be used. A
prerequisite to understanding the domain consists in learning the language
used in that domain: this is why building a LEL is so important. Many peo-
ple inside an organization have some knowledge of the domain, for example
experts, end-users, and customers. All of them have different and complemen-155

tary points of view. Thus, the LEL must provide a unified and consistent
representation of the language used by them. Although technical and specific
domains use specific words, people tend to use synonyms. Moreover, hyponyms
and hypernyms are also used. For example red is a color, and cherry could be
a synonym. Blue is another color and blue and red are hyponyms while color is160

a hypernym. There are approaches to create the LEL collaboratively [13] that
can effectively deal with the identification and clarification of the synonyms.

Terms (called symbols within the LEL) are defined through two attributes:
notion and behavioral responses. Notion describes the symbol from inside, that
is, intrinsic and substantial characteristics. Behavioral responses describe the165

symbol from outside, stating the relationships among the term being described
and other terms. Each symbol of the LEL belongs to one of four categories:
Subject, Object, Verb, and State. This categorization helps to organize the
concepts of the domain and provides a template to describe the attributes.
Table 1 shows each category with its characteristics and how to describe them.170

Our running example refers to the car sales domain. Table 2 is an excerpt
from the LEL (only notions are included for each symbol, since behavioral
responses are not used by our approach) and shows, for the different categories,
some symbols that will be used to exemplify the rules in Section 4.2.
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Table 2 An excerpt of the LEL for car sales

Term / Expression Notion

Verb: Sell a car Operation in which a client pays a price to obtain a car on a date in
a store.

Verb: Deliver a car Operation in which a store prepares a car (physically and adminis-
tratively) on a date to transfer its custody to a client.

Object: Price Amount of money that the client must pay for the car.
Object: Car Four-wheel vehicle that may have different packages and can be used

either privately or commercially. A car has a model.
Object: Model A car design that belongs to one segment. A model has an engine

capacity and is manufactured in one or more factories.
Object: Segment A category that groups different car models according to their size,

use, and capacity.
Object: Factory A place where cars are manufactured.
Object: Capacity The engine displacement or size. It is the measurement of the total

volume of the cylinders normally expressed in cubic centimeters or
litres, e.g., 1800 cc.

Object: Store Facility where the purchase has been done. A store is located in one
city.

Object: City The city where the purchase has been done. A city belongs to a
region.

Object: Region The region where the purchase has been done. A region belongs to a
country.

Object: Country The country where the purchase has been done.
Object: Date The day when the purchase has been done.
Subject: Client A person or organization. A client may be described by gender and

age.
Subject: Gender Male or female.

3 Related work175

3.1 Multidimensional modeling

The approaches to multidimensional modeling are normally classified into four
categories: data-driven, requirement-driven, mixed, and query-driven. Data-
driven approaches design multidimensional schemata starting from the data
sources (described for instance through Entity/Relationship diagrams, rela-180

tional schemata, or XML schemata); user requirements impact on design
by allowing the designer to select which chunks of data are relevant for
decision-making and by determining their structuring according to the mul-
tidimensional model [15]. Requirement-driven approaches must be used when
the source schemata are either not available at design time, or too complex,185

or poorly designed; they start from determining the information requirements
of end-users, and how to map these requirements onto the available data
sources is investigated only afterwards [16]. Mixed approaches combine data-
and requirement-driven ones; in this case, both data source schemata and
user requirements are used at the same time [17]. Finally, in query-driven190

approaches, a multidimensional schema is created starting from the set of
OLAP queries the end-users are willing to formulate; these queries are speci-
fied using either SQL statements [18], MDX expressions [19], pivot tables [20],
or query trees [21]. The reader is referred to [22] for a comprehensive survey
of multidimensional modeling methods, and to [23] for a cost-benefit analysis195

of these methods.
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Interestingly, some approaches introduce additional ingredients —besides
source data, user requirements, and queries— in the modeling process. For
instance, in [24] an Integrated-Process-Driven approach is proposed that inte-
grates a data-driven, a requirement-driven, and a process-driven part, the200

latter taking into account the organizational processes that will use the multi-
dimensional data. Giorgini et al. [25] describe a hybrid, goal-oriented approach
that extends the Tropos methodology to let decision-makers specify their goals
and derive multidimensional schemata from these goals.

An attempt to use NLP to support requirements elicitation is done in [26],205

which can be regarded as a query-driven approach since it starts from natural-
language descriptions of the end-users analyses. NLP is also used in [27], where
OLAP requirements are expressed in natural language via a specification tem-
plate to be then used for deriving multidimensional schemata; to ensure the
quality of the result, they use a data dictionary to remove ambiguities and210

resolve conflicts.
A mixed approach based on ontologies is described in [28]. Ontologies are

used both to formalize users’ requirements and to describe data sources; then
a reconciliation step allows the multidimensional schema to be generated.
Domain ontologies are also used in pure data-driven approaches as a starting215

point to discover multidimensional schemata [2, 15, 29] Noticeably, creating
glossaries in a narrative way (as done with LELs) is recognized to be easier
than creating ontologies [30–32].

Although our approach can be classified as requirement-driven, it is sig-
nificantly different from the previously mentioned approaches. Indeed, while220

the latter lean on requirements that specifically concern multidimensional
schemata and their querying, the LEL describes the application domain in
general terms, without any explicit reference to multidimensionality and user
requirements. This makes our approach applicable even when end-users have
no knowledge of the multidimensional model.225

3.2 LEL

LELs have been used as input of many different approaches aimed, for instance,
at estimating the size of a software, at deriving descriptions of the domain,
and at creating models of the software ranging from requirements to design.

As to estimation, Antonelli et al. proposed an approach to estimate the230

complexity of an application domain [33], while Centeno et al. proposed an
approach to estimate the size of a software system [34].

As to deriving descriptions of a domain, different approaches were devised
in the literature. Oliveira et al. [35] derive I* models, in particular they identify
goals adopting a bottom-up approach. Breitman et al. [36] derive ontologies.235

Garrido et al. [37] derive models of mathematical problems. Barbosa et al. [38]
consider the LEL as a shared communicative artifact during software design,
so they propose an extension of the LEL to act as an interlingua that captures
the shared understanding of both stakeholders and designers.
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As to requirements, Cysneiros et al. [39] propose an approach to derive non-240

functional requirements. Antonelli et al. [11] derive functional requirements
as use cases and user Stories. Mighetti et al [40] propose an approach to deal
with global software development.

Also some approaches to deal with software architectures were proposed.
Antonelli et al. [41] identify crosscutting concerns. Almentero et al. [42] obtain245

software modules. Mauco et al. [43] provide a set of heuristics which show
how to derive types and functions, and how to structure them in a layered
architecture.

Razafindramintsa et al. [44] provide an approach to software design
using UML models, namely, class diagrams and state machines. Their pro-250

posal enriches the LEL description (notion and behavioural responses) with
attributes and methods and they call this new LEL metamodel eLEL
(extended LEL). Specifically, they propose an approach to derive class dia-
grams from an eLEL. A later work [45] derives also state machines. Another
work [46] enriches the eLEL metamodel described in [44] to provide an addi-255

tional description of attributes and methods (types and return types). Finally,
Tarehy et al. [47] base their approach on [45] to add a repository with the goal
of reusing components.

The LEL structures the knowledge of the domain in four types of elements:
subjects, objects, verbs, and states, which can be mapped onto elements gen-260

erally present in the artifacts used for software development: actors, entities,
behaviour, and states. Thus, most of the previous works use the categoriza-
tion of the domain proposed by a LEL to translate the knowledge captured
by it to other artifacts, such as ontologies, goal-oriented models, functional
requirements, and software models. The techniques adopted to this end are265

rules, heuristics, and algorithms. This is indeed the essence of the approach
we propose, since we start from the elements of LELs to derive, by applying
rules, elements of an artifact. However, ours is the first approach where the
artifact derived is a multidimensional schema.

4 LEL-Driven Multidimensional Modeling270

This section presents our proposal. It is organized in four subsections. The first
one gives an overview of the approach, the second one describes the rules. The
third and fourth subsections describe the two steps of our approach, namely,
the strategy to apply the rules and how the resulting draft multidimensional
schemata are reviewed.275

4.1 The approach in a nutshell

The approach proposed, summarized in Figure 2, consists of a pipeline of two
steps, where the LEL is the input and one or more multidimensional schemata
are the output. Importantly, two distinct roles are involved: end-users and
designer. End-users know the application domain well and they will access the280
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LEL Rule 
Application Review

MD 
Schemata

(final)

end-user

designer

MD 
Schemata

(draft)

end-user

Fig. 2 The approach in a nutshell

data based on the multidimensional schemata; they can be analysts, decision-
makers, data scientists, etc. Designers may have no or poor knowledge of the
application domain but they are skilled in multidimensional modeling.

The steps of the approach are the following:
Step 1. Rule application. This step relies on the application of a set of285

derivation rules to a LEL describing the language of the domain in
order to obtain elements to build one or more draft multidimensional
schemata. For instance, facts are derived by analyzing verbs in the
LEL. The rules are introduced and justified in Section 4.2. Though, as
already mentioned, this step is meant to be carried out by end-users,290

in Section 6 we explain how the application of these rules could be
automated, possibly by relying on NLP techniques.

Step 2. Review. This iterative step, described in Section 4.4, relies on the
collaboration among designers and end-users, so that the former can
adjust the multidimensional schemata according to the needs of the295

latter. For instance, some levels obtained by applying the rules may
be deemed uninteresting by end-users for their analyses. Note that
an editing step, where the schemata are manually adjusted to better
fit the end-user’s requirements, is part of all the existing methods for
multidimensional modeling, even of those that automatically create300

a draft multidimensional schema starting from the schema of data
sources (e.g., [14]).

Note that the creation of the LEL is outside the scope of this proposal;
there are several works that explain how to create the LEL [13, 44, 48, 49].
It is also important to mention that the multidimensional schemata created305

through our approach are conceptual, i.e., implementation-independent; thus,
as typically done in database design methods, they must be translated into log-
ical schemata (e.g., star schemata) by applying the well-known best practices
for logical design.

4.2 Derivation rules310

This section introduces the rules used to derive multidimensional elements
from a LEL in order to create one or more draft schemata. These rules,
summarized in Table 3, provide a synthesis of different approaches to multidi-
mensional modeling [26–28, 50–53]; they analyze symbols and their notions to
derive different multidimensional elements: facts, measures, dimensions, etc.315

For example, Rules 2 and 3 relate a fact with its measures and dimensions,
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Table 3 Rules summary

Rule Description

1. Verbs give origin to
facts

Let v be a verb of the LEL, then v should be defined as a fact.

2. Numerical objects
and subjects of verbs
give origin to measures

Let v be a verb defined as a fact according to Rule 1 and n be its
notion. Let M be the set of objects and subjects in n that denote
numerical attributes, then all the elements in M should be defined
as measures of the fact corresponding to v.

3. Categorical objects
and subjects of verbs
give origin to dimen-
sions

Let v be a verb defined as a fact according to Rule 1 and n be its
notion. Let D be the set of objects and subjects in n that denote
categorical attributes, then the elements on D should be defined as
dimensions of the fact corresponding to v.

4. Categorical objects
and subjects of objects
or subjects give origin to
levels

Let o be an object or subject defined as a dimension (according to
Rule 3) or level (according to Rule 4) and n be its notion. Let L
be the set of objects and subjects in n that have not been defined
as dimensions, denote categorical attributes, and are related to o by
aggregation semantics; then the elements in L should be defined as
children levels of o.

5. Numerical objects
and subjects of objects
or subjects give origin
to properties

Let o be an object or subject defined as a dimension or level according
to Rules 3 or 4 and n be its notion. Let L be the set of objects and
subjects in n that denote numerical attributes, then the elements in
L should be defined as properties of o.

6. Plural objects and
subjects give origin to
multiple arcs

Let o be an object or subject defined as a dimension or level, n be
its notion, and o′ an object or subject in n defined as a child level
of o. If o′ is plural, then the arc from o to o′ is a multiple one.

7. Expressions of possi-
bility in objects and sub-
jects determine optional
arcs

Let o be an object or subject defined as a dimension or level, n be its
notion, and o′ an object or subject in n defined as a child level of o.
If the verb used in n to relate o with o′ suggests that some instances
of o may not be associated to every instance of o′, then the arc from
o to o′ is an optional one.

SELL

price

SELL DELIVER

SELL

price
date

car

store

client

Fig. 3 DFM schemata of the facts derived from the LEL

respectively; they were formalized by observing that measures and dimensions
provide, respectively, quantitative and qualitative descriptions of facts [26, 50].
Although the LEL is not as formal as an ontology in describing knowledge, it
organizes the concepts of the domain in categories, namely, subjects, objects,320

and verbs. These categorization is used by the rules proposed in order to iden-
tify elements and relationships [28, 51]. Rules may also take into account some
specific syntax and semantics expressed in the notion (e.g., Rule 4 relies on
the identification of aggregation semantics to identify levels [27]).

The description of each rule is complemented with examples based on the325

car selling business and with a short justification.
Rule 1. Verbs give origin to facts.

Rule: Let v be a verb of the LEL, then v should be defined as a fact.

Justification: The verbs of the glossary describe the activities of the orga-

nization. A fact corresponds to an activity that occurs in the organization,330

and end-users are interested in monitoring and analyzing.

Example: The car sales glossary shows two verbs: sell (a car) and deliver

(a car). Both these verbs should be considered as facts. Table 4 includes an

excerpt from the LEL, Figure 3 shows the facts.
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Table 4 Example of derivation of facts

Term / Expression Notion

Verb: Sell a car Operation in which a client pays a price to obtain a car on a date in
a store.

Verb: Deliver a car Operation in which a store prepares a car (physically and adminis-
tratively) on a date to transfer its custody to a client.

Table 5 Example of derivation of measures

Term / Expression Notion

Verb: Sell a car Operation in which a client pays a price to obtain a car on a date
in a store.

Object: Price Amount of money that the client must pay for the car.

SELL

price

SELL DELIVER

SELL

price
date

car

store

client

Fig. 4 DFM schema of the SELL fact enriched with measures

Rule 2. Numerical objects and subjects of verbs give origin to measures.335

Rule: Let v be a verb defined as a fact according to Rule 1 and n be its

notion. Let M be the set of objects and subjects in n that denote numerical

attributes, then all the elements in M should be defined as measures of the

fact corresponding to v.

Justification: Measures quantify occurrences of facts. Objects and subjects340

describe attributes or characteristics of activities. Numerical objects and

subjects are candidates to be measures.

Example: The verb sell has the following notion: “Operation in which a

client pays a price to obtain a car on a date in a store”. This description

shows one subject, client, and four objects: price, car, date, and store. Here,345

only price is numerical, so it is considered as a measure of fact SELL. Table

5 includes an excerpt from the LEL, Figure 4 shows the SELL fact enriched

with its measure.

Rule 3. Categorical objects and subjects of verbs give origin to dimensions.
Rule: Let v be a verb defined as a fact according to Rule 1 and n be its350

notion. Let D be the set of objects and subjects in n that denote categor-

ical attributes, then the elements on D should be defined as dimensions of

the fact corresponding to v.

Justification: Dimensions are categorical attributes that act as coordinates

for facts. Objects and subjects describe attributes or characteristics of activ-355

ities. Non-numerical objects and subjects are candidates to be dimensions.

Example: The verb sell has the following notion: “Operation in which a

client pays a price to obtain a car on a date in a store”. This descrip-

tion shows one subject, client, and four objects: price, car, date, and store.

Except for price, which is numerical, the other attributes are categorical and360
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Table 6 Example of derivation of dimensions

Term / Expression Notion

Verb: Sell a car Operation in which a client pays a price to obtain a car on some
date and in some store.

Object: Car Four-wheel vehicle that may have different packages and can be used
either privately or commercially. A car has a model.

Object: Store Facility where the purchase has been done. A store is located in one
city.

Object: Date The day when the purchase has been done.
Subject: Client A person or organization. A client may be described by gender and

age.

SELL

price

SELL DELIVER

SELL

price
date

car

store

client

Fig. 5 DFM schema of the SELL fact enriched with dimensions

are considered as dimensions of fact SELL. Table 6 includes an excerpt from

the LEL, Figure 5 shows the SELL fact enriched with its dimensions.

Rule 4. Categorical objects and subjects of objects or subjects give origin to levels.
Rule: Let o be an object or subject defined as a dimension (according to

Rule 3) or level (according to Rule 4) and n be its notion. Let L be the set365

of objects and subjects in n that (i) have not been defined as dimensions,

(i) denote categorical attributes, and (iii) are related to o by aggregation

semantics; then the elements in L should be defined as children levels of o.

Justification: The different levels within a hierarchy are related by asso-

ciations expressing aggregation. Objects and subjects in the notion of an370

object or subject may describe aggregation relationships using synonyms

such as belongs to, is comprised by, and has a. Other relation semantics

such as constitutes, is covered by, is incorporated in, involves, etc. can also

give origin to aggregations.

Example: Car is a dimension, and its notion mentions object model. Since375

“a car has a model”, part-of semantics is expressed; so model is a child level

of car. In turn, the notion of model specifies that a model “belongs to one

segment” and “is manufactured in one or more factories”. Thus, segment

and factory are children levels of model (see Table 7 and Figure 6).

Rule 5. Numerical objects and subjects of objects or subjects give origin to properties.380

Rule: Let o be an object or subject defined as a dimension or level accord-

ing to Rules 3 or 4 and n be its notion. Let L be the set of objects and

subjects in n that denote numerical attributes, then the elements in L

should be defined as properties of o.

Justification: Properties give further descriptions of a level. Notions state385
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Table 7 Example of derivation of levels

Term / Expression Notion

Object: Car Four-wheel vehicle that may have different packages and can be used
either privately or commercially. A car has a model.

Object: Model A car design that belongs to one segment. A model has an engine
capacity and is manufactured in one or more factories.

Object: Segment A category that groups different car models according to their size,
use, and capacity.

Object: Factory A place where cars are manufactured.
Subject: Client A person or organization. A client may be described by gender and

age.
Subject: Gender Male or female.

SELL

price
date

car

client

model

segment
factory

store          city     region  country

gender

Fig. 6 DFM schema of the SELL fact enriched with levels

Table 8 Example of derivation of properties

Term / Expression Notion

Object: Model A car design that belongs to one segment. A model has an engine
capacity and is manufactured in one or more factories.

Object: Capacity The engine displacement or size. It is the measurement of the total
volume of the cylinders normally expressed in cubic centimeters or
litres, e.g., 1800 cc.

descriptions of the symbol, typically characteristics of a subject or object.

It is common to use the verb “has”, “possess”, “owns” or a synonym.

Example: The notion of level model says that “a model has an engine

capacity”. Attribute capacity is numerical, so it is a property (see Table 8

and Figure 7).390

Rule 6. Plural objects and subjects give origin to multiple arcs.
Rule: Let o be an object or subject defined as a dimension or level, n be

its notion, and o′ an object or subject in n defined as a child level of o. If

o′ is plural, then the arc from o to o′ is a multiple one.

Justification: Natural language expresses relationship cardinalities in an395

accurate way. For example, in the expression “entity-1 belongs to one or

more entity-2”, entity-2 should be plural, thus it clearly defines the cardi-

nality towards entity-2. Nevertheless, the reciprocal cardinality cannot be
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SELL

price
date

car

client

model

segment
factory

capacity

store          city     region  country

gender

Fig. 7 DFM schema of the SELL fact enriched with properties

Table 9 Example of derivation of multiple arcs

Term / Expression Notion

Object: Model A car design that belongs to one segment. A model has an engine
capacity and is manufactured in one or more factories.

SELL

price
date

car

client

model

segment
factory

capacity

store          city     region  country

gender

Fig. 8 DFM schema of the SELL fact enriched with multiple arcs

inferred, unless it is explicitly stated.

Example: Model and factory are objects defined as levels. The notion of400

model says that “a model is manufactured in one or more factories”. Thus,

the corresponding arc is multiple (see Table 9 and Figure 8).

Rule 7. Expressions of possibility in objects and subjects determine optional arcs.
Rule: Let o be an object or subject defined as a dimension or level, n be

its notion, and o′ an object or subject in n defined as a child level of o. If405

the verb used in n to relate o with o′ suggests that some instances of o

may not be associated to every instance of o′, then the arc from o to o′ is

an optional one.

Justification: An optional arc expresses the fact that some members of

a level are not associated to any member of a child level. Objects and410
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Table 10 Example of derivation of optional arcs

Term / Expression Notion

Subject: Client A person or organization. A client may be described by gender
and age.

SELL

price
date

car

client

model

segment
factory

capacity

store          city     region  country

gender

Fig. 9 DFM schemata of the SELL fact enriched with optional arcs

subjects in the notion of an object or subject may describe non-mandatory

relationships using expressions of possibility such as “may”.

Example: Client and gender are objects defined as levels. The notion

of client says that “a client may be described by gender”. Thus, the

corresponding arc is optional (see Table 10 and Figure 9).415

4.3 Step 1: Rule application

The procedure used to apply the rules described above can be outlined as
in Algorithm 1, which takes the LEL glossary as input and provides a draft
multidimensional schema as output (as in Figure 2). The algorithm starts by
applying Rule 1 to find the facts (Line 1). Then, for each fact, it applies Rules420

2 and 3 to find its measures and dimensions (Lines 4, 5). The LEL is then
iteratively navigated by applying Rules 4 and 5 aimed at building hierarchies
(Lines 9, 10); Rules 6 and 7 are then triggered to recognize multiple and
optional arcs (Lines 12, 13). Note that, to enable a uniform application of
Rule 4, dimensions are treated as levels. Besides, since properties cannot have425

children (i.e., they are always leaves in multidimensional schemata), Rules 4
and 5 are not further applied to them.

There are three specific situations that must be dealt with in applying
Algorithm 1:

1. Let o′ be a subject/object in the notion of o, where o has been defined430

as a level and o′ as its child level by applying Rule 4. It may be the case
that the notion of o′ mentions o (for instance, the LEL may define a city
saying that it is part of a region, and a region saying that it includes
many cities); in this case the algorithm would loop trying to add o as a
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Algorithm 1 Rule application

Require: a LEL
Ensure: set of facts F , sets of measures/dimensions Mf , Df ∀f ∈ F , set of levels L

1: apply Rule 1 to the LEL, get set F of facts
2: L← ∅
3: for each f ∈ F , corresponding to verb v: do
4: apply Rule 2 to v, get set Mf of measures, add them to f
5: apply Rule 3 to v, get set Df of dimensions, add them to f
6: L← L ∪Df
7: end for
8: repeat
9: for each l ∈ L, corresponding to object/subject o: do

10: apply Rule 4 to o, get set Cl of levels, add them to l as children levels
11: apply Rule 5 to o, get set Pl of properties, add them to l as children levels
12: for each l′ ∈ Cl, corresponding to object/subject o′: do
13: apply Rule 6 to o and o′, possibly change the arc from l to l′ to multiple
14: apply Rule 7 to o and o′, possibly change the arc from l to l′ to optional
15: end for
16: L :← L \ {l} ∪ Cl
17: end for
18: until no new levels are added to L
19: return F , L, {Mf , f ∈ F}, {Df , f ∈ F}

child level of o′. Hierarchies cannot have cycles in the multidimensional435

model (except in the case of recursive hierarchies, which are seldom used
in practice so they are not considered here), so the algorithm detects the
loop and breaks it without adding o as a child of o′.

2. It is often the case that the same object/subject o is mentioned in the
notion of multiple objects/subjects. For instance, the LEL may define a440

customer saying that she lives in a city, and it also may define a store
saying that it is located in a city. In the multidimensional model, this may
give rise to a shared hierarchy, i.e., a portion of hierarchy that is reused
twice or more. In this situation, the algorithm applies Rules 4 and 5 to o
only once.445

3. As a particular case of the previous situation, it may happen that some
redundancies are present in the LEL so that a transitive arc is created
within a hierarchy. For instance, as shown in Figure 10, the notion of
symbol date may mention month and year (which are both added as
children of dimension date), and the notion of month may in turn mention450

year (which is then added as a child of level month). The arc from date
to month expresses a transitive functional dependency, so it is redundant
and must be eliminated.

The result of applying Algorithm 1 to the LEL of Table 2 is shown in Figure
9 (with reference to the SELL fact only, the DELIVER fact is very similar).455

Precisely, after finding the facts and their measures and dimensions, Rules 4-7
are repeatedly applied to build a hierarchy for each dimension.

We complete this sections with some observations about the complexity of
Algorithm 1. At most one among Rules 1 to 5 can be applied to a symbol in
the LEL, so the complexity of the first part of the algorithm (Lines 1 to 10)460
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datemonthyear

datemonth

year

datemonth

year

Fig. 10 Deleting transitive arcs in a hierarchy

is, in the worst case, given by the size of the LEL. On the other hand, Rules
6 and 7 may be applied to any object or subject in the LEL. Thus, an upper
bound to the number of rules to be applied is given by three times the size
of the LEL. This is clearly not critical, even more if you consider that a real
LEL is usually no larger than a few hundreds of symbols.465

4.4 Step 2: Review

To create multidimensional schemata, our approach does not rely on the
schemata of data sources (as done in data-driven approaches to modeling), nor
on the identification of the end-users’ goals (as done in goal-driven approaches
to modeling). It just requires that a LEL is available to describe the application470

domain. However, the draft schemata obtained by applying the rules will most
probably need to be reviewed and edited to tightly suit the end-users’ needs.
Note that this refinement activity is also required in all the other approaches
to multidimensional modeling devised in the literature (e.g., [14, 51]), and
it is commonly performed with the joint participation of designers and end-475

users. The former have good knowledge of multidimensional modeling, while
the latter are expert in the application domain.

The review step is carried out iteratively. The possible actions to be agreed
between end-users and designers to edit the draft multidimensional schemata
are listed below with some examples [54]:480

#1 Rename facts/measures/dimensions/levels/properties. Renaming
a multidimensional element may be beneficial when the name used in the
draft schema is not perfectly clear to end-users and can be misunderstood.
For instance, measure price in our working example could be renamed to
revenue.485

#2 Drop facts/measures. Dropping a fact may be necessary because not
all verbs in the LEL describe processes that are deemed interesting for
analysis. For instance, the LEL may include a verb Login to describe the
authentication process of end-users; however, most probably analyzing
end-users’ logins will not be interesting for end-users. A measure in the490

draft schema may be dropped if it is not considered useful for analyses or
if it can be computed from other measures (derived measures).
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#3 Drop dimensions/levels/properties. As for measures, some dimen-
sions, levels, and properties in the draft schema may be uninteresting for
end-users, in which case they can be removed. However, deleting a dimen-495

sion or a level requires some further explanation. As stated in [14], an
uninteresting dimension or a level can be either pruned or grafted. In the
first case, it is deleted from the schema together with all the subtree rooted
in it. For instance, pruning level model from the schema in Figure 9 means
removing model, factory, segment, and capacity. Pruning an entire subtree500

is quite uncommon; in most cases, a dimension or level is not interesting
but its children are. Grafting a dimension d means removing d and having
all its children (if any) become dimensions. For instance, grafting dimen-
sion car leads to making its child model become a dimension. Similarly,
grafting a level l means removing l and having all its children (if any)505

become children of the father of l. For instance, grafting level region leads
to making its child country become a child of city.

#4 Add measures/dimensions/levels/properties. Some useful multidi-
mensional elements might not be mentioned in the LEL, in which case
they should be added at this stage. For instance, assuming that a client510

can buy two or more cars at a time, a quantity measure could be added
to the SELL fact, while two new levels month and year could be added as
children of date.

#5 Edit arcs. Some editing of arcs may be required as well, to correct wrong
interpretations of sentences in the LEL. This includes: (i) changing the515

father of a level; (ii) making an optional arc non-optional, or vice versa;
(iii) making a single arc multiple, or vice versa.

#6 Add levels by discretizing properties. As already stated, properties
are numerical descriptions of a level (e.g., the engine capacity of a car
model). However, in some situations the end-users might prefer to dis-520

cretize a property by defining ranges of values, to enable the use of these
ranges for aggregation. For instance, capacities could be discretized into
three ranges (less than 1500cc, between 1500cc and 2000cc, more than
2000cc), so the capacity property can be transformed into a capacity range
level with three possible members.525

#7 Evaluate measure additivity. A measure is said to be additive along
a hierarchy if it can be safely summed when aggregating along that hier-
archy. While this is true in most cases, some measures are semi-additive
since they cannot be summed when aggregating along temporal hier-
archies (e.g., a measure expressing the level of inventory), while others530

cannot be summed at all and are called non-additive (e.g., the exchange
rate between two currencies). Detecting semi- and non-additive measures
requires considering the semantics of measures, so it cannot be automated.

Interestingly, although there is no obvious automatism to trigger these actions,
most of them can effectively be suggested in different ways:535

• A first way is by an early workload test [55], which aims at verifying that
the analysis queries end-users are interested in are actually supported by
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the multidimensional schemata designed. Specifically, this implies checking,
for each query, that the required measures have been included in the mul-
tidimensional schema and the required aggregation levels can be expressed540

as a valid group-by. This type of test can give precise indications to exe-
cute actions #1, #4, and #6. To some extent, it can also be used to trigger
actions #2 and #3 (if a multidimensional element is used by no workload
query, it could possibly be dropped).

• A second way is by a hierarchy test [55], which requires writing SQL queries545

to verify that the functional dependencies represented by hierarchies in the
multidimensional schema (e.g., city → region) actually hold in the company
data. This type of test can give precise indications to execute action #5.

• Additivity issues (action #7) can be detected during a functional test of
the front-end, which selects a significant sample of queries and asks end-550

users to validate their results. Although this test can be conducted only at
a late stage of design, correcting additivity errors has a small impact on the
implementation so it does not significantly affect productivity.

• Finally, a set of metrics has been devised in the literature to assess the
quality of a multidimensional schema. For instance, the conformity factor555

[55] measures to what extent dimensions are shared by different facts, and
can be used to show that the designer failed to recognize the semantic and
structural similarities between apparently different hierarchies or facts, thus
triggering actions #2 and #3. In the same direction, by measuring the
similarity factor one can infer that two facts are mainly overlapping, or560

that one of them is mostly included in the other, thus triggering action #2.
Other useful metrics in this context are those introduced by [56], related to
the understandability of a multidimensional schema, that may show that a
schema is overly complex thus triggering actions #2 and #3.

In our working example, the draft schema in Figure 9 is transformed into565

the final schema of Figure 1 by applying the following actions:
1. Rename measure price into revenue for better end-users’ understanding.
2. Drop dimensions client and car, whose aggregation level is considered to

be too detailed.
3. Add measure quantity, which is useful for analyses.570

4. Add levels month and year to enable interesting temporal aggregations.
Measure price is additive, so no further actions are required.

5 Validation

We have performed a validation of the proposed approach using a case study
in the healthcare domain, whose (simplified) LEL is shown in Table 11. The575

research question to be answered is: Do the rules based on LEL improve the
correctness of the DFM schema produced?

We have operated in two steps:
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Table 11 The LEL for drug administration

Term / Expression Notion Result

Verb: Administer Action performed by a doctor, that consists
in dispensing at a certain date and hour a
dose of a drug to deal with some disease
of a patient in some seriousness in order to
obtain some outcome.

Rule 1: fact Administer
Rule 2: measure Dose
Rule 3: dimensions Patient,
Drug, Doctor, Disease, Out-
come, Hour, Date, Seriousness

Object: Dose Amount of a drug that is taken once, or
regularly over a period of time.

Subject: Patient Person who is ill or hurt, characterized by
gender and city.

Rule 4: levels Gender, City

Object: Drug Medicine or other substance which has a
physiological effect when ingested or other-
wise introduced into the body according to
its administration mode. The drug is also
characterized by an elimination mode.

Rule 4: levels Administra-
tionMode, EliminationMode,
PhysiologicalEffect

Subject: Doctor A person with a medical degree whose job
is to treat patients. The doctor works for a
hospital and belongs to a Department.

Rule 4: level Department

Subject: Disease Illness affecting humans.
Object: Outcome The result of a medical treatment.
Object: Hour One of the 24 parts that a day is divided

into.
Object: Date A particular day of a month, in a particular

year.
Rule 4: levels Month, Year

Object: Seriousness Degree of risk of the life of a patient.
Object: Administration
mode

The way of giving a drug to somebody.

Object: Elimination The process of removing or getting rid of the
drug completely.

Object: Physiological
effect

The expected result of administering a drug,
it belongs to one family.

Rule 4: level Family

Object: Family A group into which drugs that have simi-
lar characteristics are divided based on their
physiological effect

Subject: Department A section of a hospital. Rule 4: level Hospital
Subject: Hospital An institution in which the sick or injured

are given medical and surgical treatment. A
hospital is located in a city.

Rule 4: level City

Object: City A city belongs to a state. Rule 4: level State
Object: State A state belongs to a country. Rule 4: level Country
Object: Country An area of land that has or used to have its

own government and laws.
Object: Month Any of the twelve periods of time into which

a year is divided.
Rule 4: level Year

Object: Year The period from January 1 to December 31.
Object: Gender A range of identities with reference to social

and cultural differences.

1. First, we have asked two of the authors of this paper to design a DFM
schema starting from the LEL; the result obtained constitutes the ground580

truth for the next step.
2. Then, we have asked a set of 24 practitioners with no background on

multidimensional modeling (who simulate end-users) to design a DFM
schema starting from the same LEL, and we have compared the results
(obtained with and without our approach) to the ground truth.585
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5.1 Setup

Two of the authors of this paper played the role of designers to provide the
ground truth for the experiment by designing the DFM schema that correctly
translates the knowledge captured by the LEL.

The other participants were 24 students of a degree course and a post-590

degree course of the Universidad Nacional de La Plata, Argentina. Most of
the them had some practical experience in software development since, in
Argentina, students generally begin to work in companies during the sec-
ond year of their undergraduate studies. The age and the years of experience
are very varied, since students can switch between studies and industry. It595

is important to mention that all the participants have volunteered for the
activity.

The experiment aims at comparing the results of designing a DFM schema
freely (control) against the results of designing a DFM schema using our
approach (treatment). Thus, the 24 participants were randomly divided into600

two groups (control and treatment) and every participant performed the task
in one way only (either freely or by applying the rules). The experiment was
performed virtually, due to the pandemic restrictions in Argentina in 2021.
The tasks of each group (control and treatment) were performed separately,
on days and times agreed with the participants.605

Both groups received an introduction about the DFM (30 minutes) and
LELs (15 minutes), since both had to design a DFM schema using a LEL as
input. It is important to mention that the experiment concerns the evaluation
of the proposed approach (particularly, the rules) and not the creation of the
LEL; thus, the same LEL was assigned to all participants. Only the treatment610

group received some additional training in the use of the rules proposed (20
minutes). Both groups had the same time (45 minutes) to design the DFM
schema. Thus, the whole activity for one group took 110 minutes (65 minutes
in training and 45 minutes in the requested task), while it took 90 minutes (45
minutes in training and 45 minutes in the requested task) for the other group.615

We organized the experiment in four main steps; after each step, the par-
ticipants should have created different elements of the DFM schema. The tasks
provided specific scenarios in which the participants should have identified the
elements. The steps were the following:

• Identification of facts620

• Identification of measures (for one specific fact)
• Identification of dimensions (for one specific fact)
• Identification of levels (for some specific scenarios)

Each step above is related with one specific rule (Rules 1 to 4). Thus, the
experiment only considers the rules aimed at identifying the most relevant625

elements, i.e., facts, measures, dimensions, and levels. There are three reasons
to pick these elements: (i) they are those that most commonly appear in
multidimensional schemata; (ii) their identification can be time-consuming;
(iii) mistakes in the identification of these elements can have a disrupting
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ADMINISTER

Dose
Date

Doctor

Drug

PhysiologicalEffect
AdministrationModeEliminationMode
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Outcome
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Fig. 11 Draft DFM schema of the ADMINISTER fact

impact on the final schema and would dramatically affect the identification of630

the remaining elements. Conversely, properties and optional arcs are excluded
since they have a small impact on the final schema, while multiple arcs are
excluded because they are seldom used in real multidimensional schemata.
Finally, the reviewing step is not considered in the experiment since it has
already been widely investigated in the literature (e.g., [14]).635

5.2 Ground Truth

Having Algorithm 1 correctly applied by a designer to the LEL in Table 11
produces the draft multidimensional schema in Figure 11, which is used as
ground truth. Some observations follow:

• The notion of Drug mentions its physiological effect, and vice versa. This640

loop is broken as suggested in bullet 1 of Section 4.3.
• Applying Rule 4 to subject Hospital leads to identifying child level City,

which is also a child of Patient. As a result, as suggested in bullet 2 of
Section 4.3, a shared hierarchy rooted in City is created (depicted in Figure
11 using a double circle).645

• An arc from Date to Year would be created by applying Rule 4; according
to bullet 3 of Section 4.3, this arc is transitive and so it is dropped.

5.3 Data Analysis

We evaluated the correctness of a DFM schema contrasting the one obtained
via a free design (control) against the one obtained using our approach (treat-
ment). Specifically, we compared the main multidimensional elements obtained
by participants in the design activities in either way: control and treatment.
We measured precision and recall to compare relevant elements identified in
both ways against the ground truth. We classified the answers provided by the
participants as true positive, false negative, true negative, and false positive.
Table 12 summarizes these categories. Precision and recall are then defined as
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Table 12 Answer categorization

Identified by subject Omitted by subject

Relevant element True positive
(correct identification of relevant
element)

False negative
(incorrect omission of relevant ele-
ment)

Irrelevant element False positive
(incorrect identification of irrele-
vant element)

True negative
(correct omission of irrelevant ele-
ment)

Table 13 Precision and recall in identifying facts

Group Min Max Average Median

Precision Control 0.00 0.50 0.09 0.00
Treatment 0.50 1.00 0.96 1.00

Recall Control 0.00 1.00 0.42 0.00
Treatment 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

follows:

Recall =
TruePositives

allRelevantElements
=

TruePositives

TruePositives + FalseNegatives

Precision =
TruePositives

allIdentifiedElements
=

TruePositives

TruePositives + FalsePositives

The information recorded for every participant was consolidated in a
spreadsheet. Each participant was identified with an id and its type (control650

or treatment). Then, every concept identified during DFM schema design was
recorded. The concepts were categorized according to whether they were true
positives (correct), false negatives (omitted), or false positives (incorrect). The
spreadsheet calculated the amount of answers for every type in order to obtain
the number of true positive, false negative and false positive answers. With655

these numbers, the spreadsheet calculated recall and precision. This analysis
was performed for every step of the experiment: identification of (i) facts, (ii)
measures, (iii) dimensions, and (iv) levels.

We have performed a comparison of the distribution of the variables (pre-
cision and recall) for every step (facts, measures, dimension, and levels) and660

for every group (control and treatment). In order to do that, we calculated
the minimum, maximum, average, and median values. The remainder of this
section analyzes each step.

(i) Identifying facts. The domain described in the LEL had only one fact.
Although this is a small amount, it is realistic. The precision of the665

control group is low (50% at maximum and 0.09% of average), while
the precision of the treatment is high (0.96% of average). The recall of
the control has a wide range (minimum of 0% and maximum of 100%),
while the treatment is excellent (100% of average). The other values are
summarized in Table 13.670
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Table 14 Precision and recall in identifying measures

Group Min Max Average Median

Precision Control 0.00 0.33 0.13 0.14
Treatment 0.33 1.00 0.85 1.00

Recall Control 0.00 1.00 0.58 1.00
Treatment 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Table 15 Precision and recall in identifying dimensions

Group Min Max Average Median

Precision Control 0.00 0.60 0.19 0.11
Treatment 0.71 1.00 0.93 1.00

Recall Control 0.00 0.50 0.21 0.17
Treatment 0.50 1.00 0.80 0.80

(ii) Identifying measures. The domain description provided only one mea-
sure. The precision of the control group is low (33% at maximum and
0.13% of average) while the precision of the treatment is high (0.85% of
average) although it has a wide range (minimum of 33% and maximum
of 100%). The recall of the control has a wide range (minimum of 0%675

and maximum of 100%) with an average of 58%, while the treatment is
excellent (100% of average). The other values are summarized in Table
14.

(iii) Identifying dimensions. The precision of the control group is really
low (60% at maximum and 0.11% of median) while the precision of the680

treatment is high (0.93% of average and 100% of median) and it has a
narrow range (minimum of 71% and maximum of 100%). The values of
recall of the control are always below the values of recall of the treatment
(maximum of the control 50% and minimum of the treatment 50%).
Average and median of the control are 21% and 17%, respectively, while685

average and median of the treatment are 80% and 83%, respectively. The
other values are summarized in Table 15.

(iv) Identifying levels. There were many levels as well as many distrac-
tors in the domain provided. Regarding precision, both groups had wide
ranges (a length of 42% in the control group and a length of 33% in the690

treatment group). Nevertheless, the precision of the control is lower than
the precision of the treatment considering average and median (66% aver-
age and 71% median of control, against 92% average and 92% median of
treatment). The recall of the control has a wide range (minimum of 8%
and maximum of 100%) with an average of 48%, while the treatment has695

a small range (minimum of 75% and maximum of 100%) with an average
of 92%. The other values are summarized in Table 16.
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Table 16 Precision and recall in identifying levels

Group Min Max Average Median

Precision Control 0.38 0.80 0.66 0.71
Treatment 0.67 1.00 0.92 0.92

Recall Control 0.08 1.00 0.48 0.42
Treatment 0.75 1.00 0.92 0.92

5.4 Threats to validity

Wohlin et al. [57] group validity threats into four categories: conclusion, inter-
nal, construct, and external validity. The rest of this subsection analyzes700

different threats from each category.
Concerning the conclusion category, one possible threat is reliability of

measures. Our evaluation uses precision and recall, two measures not biased
with different points of view because the elements reported by participants
either are or are not in the expected result. Another threat that belongs to this705

category is random heterogeneity of subjects. There is always heterogeneity
in a study group. If the group is very heterogeneous, there is a risk that
the variation due to individual differences is larger than the one due to the
treatment. In our experiment, the participants are homogeneous considering
that almost all of them have some experience in companies and all of them710

studied at a university.
The second category of threats to analyze is internal validity. Instrumen-

tation is a threat that we were specifically concerned with, so we paid a lot of
attention to the preparation of the artifacts for the experiment. We chose a
realistic domain with a realistic description. Moreover, since nowadays home-715

working is a common practice, the context in which the tasks were performed
should not generate any threat. The maturation threat does not create any
problem since the experiment duration was short and the experimental task, in
particular, were very short. In this way, the participants would not get bored
or tired from the experiment.720

According to the construct validity category, we observed that the exper-
iment did not suffer from such threats referred to as hypothesis guessing,
evaluation apprehension, or experimenter expectations, because the partic-
ipant only had to fill the template provided with elements belonging to a
specification we provided.725

Finally, Sjøberg et al. [58] state that many threats to external validity are
caused by an artificial setting of the experiment. They mention the impor-
tance of realistic tasks and realistic subjects. Realistic tasks depend on the
size, complexity, and duration of the tasks involved. Taking this into account,
we set up an experiment that had the complexity of a simple but real situa-730

tion. Specifically, we have based our decision of using a subset of rules instead
of all the rules on [58], who claims that it is important to focus on the task
more frequently performed. The time limit of 45 minutes was proportional to
the size of the LEL; it was not longer than that since we wanted the task to be
challenging for end-users. Although limiting the time could seem unrealistic,735
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note that in real settings end-users would probably not dedicate a long time
to this task, which they might perceive as distracting them from their daily
operations. Besides, although we validated the approach via a single domain,
to effectively test the rules we edited the LEL so that several possible sit-
uations were covered. For example, Rules 2, 3, and 4 require to distinguish740

between numerical and categorical elements in the definition of the symbol,
and there are plenty of them. Finally, the subjects’ realism depends on how the
subjects who perform the experimental tasks are selected. To cope with this
threat, most participants we selected were practitioners with some experience
in companies.745

5.5 Discussion of the results

This section presents the conclusions we can draw with reference to the
identification of the main multidimensional elements.

The conclusions we can draw are summarized below:

• Identification of facts. While identifying facts is quite simple for an expert750

in multidimensional design, it is not as easy for newly trained people. This
was confirmed by our experiment: all participants had some background
in the Entity/Relationship and Object-Oriented models, and those in the
control group were biased by this background ending up by identifying many
more facts than the ones actually present in the domain. Conversely, Rule755

1 is very straightforward to follow, that is why the results of the treatment
are almost perfect.

• Identification of measures and dimensions. This raises two chal-
lenges: that of detecting the relevant characteristics of the facts, and that
of classifying them into measures (numerical attributes that can be used in760

mathematical operation to compute aggregate values) and dimensions (cate-
gorical values to be used for filtering and aggregating the data). The criteria
and background needed to perform this task is not the simple knowledge
that a software developer or an end-user can have: some experience in mul-
tidimensional design is required. Nevertheless, here the results of the control765

were better than the results of the control for identifying facts; we argue
that this is because the concept of attribute of an entity was well known
by all participants. The proposed rules help in automating this task; thus,
not surprisingly, the results of the experiment suggest that participants who
applied the rules performed better than the other participants. Specifically,770

Rule 2 is simple to follow but it needs some criteria from the end-user to
distinguish numerical from categorical elements. This could raise an issue
regarding time and dates, which include numbers but are not numbers. We
believe this is the reason why the precision of the treatment was not as
good as for the identification of facts. Rule 3 is complementary to Rule 2,775

since the same criteria to differentiate numerical from categorical elements
should be used. Thus, the results of the treatment are related to those of
measure identification.
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• Identification of levels. This turned out to be the most complex activity
both in the control and the treatment; indeed, it has the complexity of780

identifying dimension plus the one of sorting the levels according to their
granularity (e.g., from Drug to PhysiologicalEffect to Family). Although this
is the activity that produced the widest range of results, the experiment
shows that better results are obtained by applying the rules. Indeed, as
for the previous tasks, the rules provide a context where subjectivity has a785

smaller impact than in the case of performing the tasks with no guidelines.
In some cases, the participants inverted the order of the levels; in others,
they created a linear hierarchy while different branches were necessary (for
example, between EliminationMode and AdministrationMode).

Overall, in the light of the above, we can answer the research question by790

stating that the correctness of multidimensional design is indeed improved by
using the proposed rules.

6 Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have proposed an approach to obtain a multidimensional
schema from the language of the domain captured through a LEL. The795

approach consists in a set of derivation rules that can be applied in a mostly
straightforward way; thus, even end-users with no experience can follow them
to obtain a schema. We have presented an experimental evaluation showing
that end-users who apply our rules tend to produce schemata that are more
correct than those produced by end-users who work freely.800

The approach relies on a LEL that captures the domain knowledge; clearly,
a good LEL provides a good multidimensional schema. The construction of a
LEL asks for some extra effort, so the first contexts that will take advantage
of our approach are those where LELs are already being used. In the future
we plan to conduct further experiments aimed at comparing the effort for805

designing a DFM schema from scratch against the one for first building the
LEL and then applying the proposed approach.

Another relevant direction for future work is to improve the definition of
the rules to avoid false positives and negatives. Specifically, the main challenge
in the application of the rules for measures and dimensions lie in correctly810

classifying numerical and categorical elements, which requires distinguishing
between true numerical elements and categorical elements that contain num-
bers. Times and dates are examples of elements that contain numbers, but
should be classified as categorical. As to the challenges about the identifica-
tion of levels, the most critical issue is the one of putting the levels in the815

right order within the hierarchy. Indeed, each child level should correspond to
a possible grouping of the members of its parent level. Thus, year is a child of
month because it aggregates (contains) the months of each given year. Simi-
larly, every month of a year contains a set of dates, so month is a child of date.
This was not clearly explained in the rule definition; indeed, some participants820

wrongly built the time hierarchy without really considering this containment
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relationship between levels. Thus, Rule 4 could be improved with a deeper
description of the meaning of inter-level relationships.

Noticeably, while Algorithm 1 in itself can be easily coded, its full automa-
tion requires resorting to NLP tools [12, 26, 59] to check when the rules can825

indeed be applied. Though such issue is not in the scope of this paper, some
preliminary hints are given below:

• Rule 1, which extracts facts, is easily implemented because it just collects
all the symbols of the verb category, which is explicitly stated in the LEL.

• Similarly, Rules 2 and 3 deal with the subject and object categories, which830

are explicitly stated in the LEL as well. However, both rules rely on dis-
tinguishing whether a subject/object refers to numerical or categorical
attributes. For example, price is a numerical attribute while client is a
categorical one. One possible way to address this problem is by using a dic-
tionary with keywords that refer to numerical attributes, such as measure,835

size, quantity, amount, length, height, depth, etc.; the symbols that include
these keywords in their notion are considered to be numerical. Considering
that definitions can include examples, another possibility is to check if the
notion states any number.

• Rules 4 and 5 also need to distinguish between numerical and categorical ele-840

ments. Moreover, these rules deal with aggregation relationships. Although
the aggregation is implicit because the element is mentioned in the descrip-
tion, the use of a dictionary can provide more certainty. Thus, a dictionary
can be used that considers expressions like “belongs to”, “constitutes”, “is
covered by”, “is incorporated in”, “involves”, and “has”.845

• Rule 6 needs to identify plural nouns (subjects or objects) —for example,
“factories” in the following expression: “a car is manufactured in one or
more factories”. The Stanford NLP framework [60] provides a part-of-speech
analysis, where a plural noun is tagged as “NNS” (for example “factories”)
while a singular noun is tagged as “NN” (“car”).850

• Finally, Rule 7 deals with expressions of possibility. Although simple analysis
could be made using a glossary of modal auxiliaries (e.g., may, might, could,
would, should), a more complete analysis would require some epistemic
expressions [61].

NLP tools can be profitably used also to help build the LEL as well. We855

are currently assessing two different strategies to build the LEL: one is based
on a chat bot that lists small pieces of text to build a LEL, while the other
uses extensive documentation which allows reviewing the information many
times when building a LEL. We are confident that the adoption of these tools
will significantly contribute to improve the effectiveness of our approach and860

make it suitable to a larger number of contexts.
We close the paper by observing that LELs can be related to knowl-

edge graphs. A LEL is composed by terms of category subjects and objects,
which correspond to the nodes of a knowledge graph, while the terms of cat-
egory verbs correspond to the arcs between the nodes of a knowledge graph.865
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Although some approaches were devised that deal with knowledge graphs
and multidimensional modeling, for example for querying a knowledge graph
[62] and building a knowledge graph using multidimensional modeling tools
[63], we could not find approaches in the literature to build multidimensional
schemata from a knowledge graph, nor to build knowledge graphs starting870

from a LEL. A promising direction to extend and improve our approach could
be to take in input a combination of a LEL and a knowledge graph: the former
would provide the knowledge about a specific domain and define its bound-
aries, while the latter could provide additional information for that domain,
i.e., by explicitly representing inter-level relationships to be used for building875

hierarchies.
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